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SPRINGING THE TRAP:
A Review of Bruce Springsteen and
the E Street Band Live 197 5-1985
DON ALEXANDER
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that we have to look at his work
thematically over time. Thematically,
there is consistency. The most important message in Springsteen is that
society crushes the life out of people,
and that people need to resist. In song
after song, he portrays victims betrayed
by their belief in the American dream
("Is a dream a lie if it don't come
true/Or is it something worse ... "), who
turn their anger in on themselves (as in

he new Bruce Springsteen album
is a good opportunity to
appraise Springsteen's body of work.
Live albums are great equalizers in that
they take the ''early", the "middle" and
the "late" and mix it up together,
allowing one to judge whether an artist
is still on track or has "sold out".
Springsteen is a jumble of contradictions. On the one hand, he is a
symbol of America's disinherited; on
the other, he is fabulously wealthy. He
looks like Rambo and sings like
Woody Guthrie. His songs echo the
experience of the lonely, the empty and
the powerless while his own experience
for the last ten years is that of lavish
dressing rooms and retinues of
followers. He has the muscles of a
steelworker, yet they were created in
hotel gymnasiums.
Springsteen appears to be attempting
to hijack a "runaway American dream"
- a dangerous enterprise at best. In the
psychotic American consciousness,
Rambo and Springsteen can quite
comfortably co-exist (there is even a
Rambo disco which plays "Born in the
U.S .A." as its theme song). But for
Springsteen, there are two types of
patriotism - the patriotism of "This
Land is Your Land" (which he plays on
this latest album) and that of "God
Bless America", penned by Irving
Berlin. In his introduction to "This
Land", he notes that it was written as
direct refutation to Irving Berlin. It

''The River", with its suggestion of
suicide) or vent it on others. In "Adam
Raised A Cain", Springsteen wri~s.
Daddy worked his whole life for
nothing but the pain
Now he walks these empty rooms
looking for something to blame.

In "Independence Day", the son tells
his father,
They ain't gonna do to me
What I watched them do to you.

should be mentioned, however, that
"this land" was not "made" - it was
stolen from the Indians and Mexicans.
Has Springsteen sold out? To answer

He romanticizes and allies himself
with youth because they're not dead
yet. There's still hope of keeping the
flame alive. Wilhelm Reich once said
that the greatest ally radicals have is
each new generation's thirst for
freedom - they have had less time to
have it beaten out of them. Springsteen
starts from the premise that any
activity, however aimless, that kindles
this spark is a good one. In "Racing In
The Streets", he says
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Some guys just give up living
And start dying little by little, piece
by piece
Some guys come home from work
and wash up
And go racing in the streets.
In the same song, he describes the
passivity of a young woman:

She sits on the porch of her daddy's
house
But all her pretty dreams are tom
She stares off alone into the night
With the eyes of one who hates for
just being born.
In "Thunder Road", he castigates
those who

Waste your summer praying in vain
For a saviour to rise from these
streets
and portrays himself as the counter
to that

Well now I'm no hero that's
understood
All the redemption I can offer girl
ls beneath this dirty hood.
He tells people over and over not to
blame themselves for their downtrodden
position. In "Adam", he declares:

You're born into this life paying
For the sins of somebody else's past.
And in "Racing", he says,

Tonight my baby and me
We' re gonna ride to the sea
And wash these.sins off our hands.
Face up to your pain and deal with it
or else decay:

You end up like a dog who's been
beat too much
Till you spend half your life just to
cover it up.
("Born in the U.SA")
Everybody's got a secret Sonny
Something that they just can't face
Some folks spend their whole lives
trying to keep it
20

They carry it with them every step
that they take
Till someday they just cut it loose'
Cut it loose or let it drag 'em
down ...
("Darkness on the Edge of Town'')

To preserve their personal integrity,
people have to be prepared to risk
everything:

I' II be on that hill with everything I
got...
I' II be there on time and I' II pay the
cost
For wanting things that can only be
found
·
In the darkness on the e'dge of town.

hues. Two albums later, on the "Born
to Run" 1.p., Springsteen is content to
just "stand back and let it all be". But,
beginning with "Darkness on the Edge
of Town" (his fourth album, with a
song of the same name), he begins to
see that personal chutzpah is not
enough; the system has to change:

Explode and tear this whole town
apart
Take a knife and cut this pain from
my heart
Find
somebody
itching for
something to start.
("The Promised Land")
In "Dancing in the Dark", a later
song, he poses as instigator:

Art: Hammer or Mirror?
There's a famous quote by Bertolt
Brecht about art being a hammer not a
mirror. A major dilemma for artists is
whether to reflect reality or to change
it. In truth, one must do both. If one is
only a mirror (i.e the position taken by
bourgeois realism), one reinforces what
exists. If one is only a hammer, one
does not enlighten one propagandizes. In his earliest songs (represented on the live album by "It's Hard
to Be A Saint in the City"),
Springsteen's writing is at its most
brilliant, but its social import is nil.
He romanticizes and prettifies the urban
nightmare, painting it in mythological

MOVING?
WE WOULDN'T WANT
TO LOSE TOUCH.
MAKE SURE & SEND
YOUR MAILING LABEL
WITH
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
TO AVOID INTERRUPTION
IN DELIVERY.

You can't start afire
Can't start a fire without a spark
This gun's for hire
Even if we' re just
Dancing in the dark.
The system, not the people, is to
blame:

We' II keep pushin' till it's
understood
And these badlands start treatin" us
good.
o
("Badlands'')
In ''The Promised Larid" . {his
metaphor for a just society, a society
transformed),
he
presents
an
apocalyptic vision of rebellion:

Gonna be a twister to blow
everything down
That ain't got the faith to stand its
ground
Blow away the dreams that tear you
apart
Blow away the dreams that break
your heart
Blow away the lies that leave you
nothing but
Lost and broken-hearted.
Even in songs like "Johnny 99" and
"Nebraska", he makes clear that acts of
violence committed are not merely
delinquent; they reflect social injustice
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and the banality of our culture. In his
most recent songs, Springsteen still
counsels rebellion. In "Seeds", he
describes a down-and-outer fantasizing
about spitting on a rich man's limousine, and, in "No Surrender", he recalls:
We busted out of class
Had to get away from them fools
We learned more from a three-minute
record
Than we ever learned in school.

His treatment of "War", the old
Temptations tune (and one of the finest
social protest songs ever written), is
powerful. In his introduction, he says
(speaking from his experience as a draftage youth in the 60's) that young
people have to educate themselves
about political issues so that when the
army comes around for them, they'll be
able to make the right decision: "Blind
faith in your leaders will get you
killed". A far cry from Rambo!
As far as I'm concerned, Springsteen
has stayed true to his original purpose.
The quality of his writing (musically
and lyrically) is another matter. He is
no longer expressing merely his own
exuberance; he is attempting to sen>tf
as a spokesperson, as the voice of
conscience for a nation. In trying to
reach a wider audience, his music and
lyrics have become sing-song. "Born in
the U.S.A." is lyrically inept and musically tedious, although it has a certain
elusive appeal. "My Hometown" works
on vinyl, but when performed on video
seems overly maudlin, sentimental.
Springsteen faces the dilemma: how
to be both prosaic and profound at the
same time. On the one hand, there is
the desire to portray the drama of
everyday people in everyday situations;
art of this type tends to be drab. On the
other, there is the recognition that art
speaks from a different layer of being,
i.e. one not normally engaged in
everyday life; that it is about training
our unconscious to speak truths from
the deepest recesses of intuition. Art
that works in this way tends to be
work of the highest quality, but is less
accessible. The challenge, then, is to
combine these characteristics.
Springsteen came closest on "Dark-

ness on the Edge of Town". The true
function of art, of poetry, is to connect
the intuitive and the intellectual, the
personal and the political, to take
privately experienced truths and render
them social, and this he did brilliantly.
Even on songs whose words were spare
(like "Streets of Fire"), the blistering
guitar work evoked urban confrontation
and the explosion of the pent-up fury
of the oppressed.
His later work, in my opinion, leans
in the direction of being too prosaic.
Perhaps Springsteen is aiming to be
the Steinbeck of the 80's ("Seeds" as a
modem-day'.."Grapes of Wrath"). But,
still, you've got to hand it to him:
who else ca11 keep a crowd spellbound
with his stories, with his painfully
simple and plaintive ballads ("I'm On
Fire")? Who else has made folk music
something large numbers of people are
willing to listen to? Springsteen
represents the "return of the repressed".
If his music bordeis.:at times on the
archaic, he is at the same time
speaking to large numbers of people
who are rapidly being rendered redundant. He is a reminder of the industrial
epoch which is being superceded, but
whose denizens have no place to go.
Scorned by trendy critics who prefer
effete electropop poseurs and, above
all, detest his passion (passion is not
in fashion these days), Springsteen is
showing that one doesn't have to pander to the latest electronic gimmickry
to get one's message across.
For all the good he's doing,
however, his stance on women is quite
regressive. If Springsteen is providing
working-class males with the basis for
a positive self-image, his efforts stop
short of the gender line. His vision the rage, the passion described - is
purely male. Nowhere is the heroism
and tenacity of working-class women
described or acknowledged. Women
appear as fixtures and spectators and as
sex objects: "Hey, little girlie in the
blue jeans so tight." In "Fire", he
keeps the rape myth alive - that "no"
means "yes". We need a feminist
counterpart. Marianne Faithful and
Chrissie Hynde are about as close as
we've come. I know there are others
out there. Let's hear about them.
1
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